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Wireless Pump Module

AKW Electric Showers Wireless Pump Module  29089

The Wireless Pump Module connects AKW 
SmartCare Plus® and SmartCare® Lever electric 
showers to the AKW M11, M17 and M20 DigiPumps® 

by receiving information from the shower and 
transmitting it to the pump. 

The wireless module comes with a PCB that is 
plugged into the shower heater unit, wirelessly 
connecting the shower to the pump. Our range of 
DigiPumps® enable waste drainage where gravity 
drainage isn’t achievable, with the wireless module 
removing the need to feed wires behind existing tiling 
or wall panels.

Auxiliary Pump Switch
 
The Auxillary Pump Switch is designed to activate the 
pump to drain water away without the need to turn on 
the shower. This helps facilitate cleaning and excess 
water drainage.  

Digipump® Auxiliary Pump Switch                         25488

+  All AKW DigiPumps® can be turned on externally 
with the press retractive switch that contains an 
internal spring so that it automatically resets to 
OFF upon release

+  The AKW DigiPumps® software has been 
redesigned and upgraded to accept the cable for 
the switch for easy connection and installation

 

AKW DigiPumps®

The AKW M11, M17 and M20 
DigiPump® range provides quiet, 
reliable, and high-performance waste 
drainage in showering areas where 
gravity drainage is not achievable.

Quick and easy to install, AKW DigiPumps® are 
compatible with our wide range of pumped wastes 
and shower trays. M11 (11l/m) models are ideally 
suited for use with electric showers, with M17 
(17l/m) and M20 (20l/m) models better suited for 
mixer showers with higher flow volumes. 

Product Codes  

M11 DigiPump®   25470

M17 DigiPump®   25450

M20 DigiPump® 25460

+  Superior pump performance with between  
11-20lpm maximum capacity in a ‘real life scenario’

+  Safe for use with IP45 rating

+  Pump head features four valves with flap valve and bowl 
design, two non-return valves, and is reversible to allow 
for installation of inlet pipework from the left or right

+  Suitable for use with wide range of electric and/or mixer 
showers of different makes via settings

+  Offers a wireless connection to the flow sensor within 
AKW SmartCare Plus® and SmartCare® Lever electric 
showers

+  Automatically responds to the shower being operated  
via internal or external flow sensor

+  A hard-wired connection can be made to the flow sensor 
of an iTherm electric shower and many other brands.

P U M P  R A N G E P U M P  R A N G E

AKW SmartCare Plus®  
& SmartCare® Lever Electric Shower

M11 DigiPump 
Waste Pump

Wireless Pump 
Module Box

Auxiliary
Pump Switch

+  External wireless communication device 
compatible with AKW SmartCare Plus® and 
SmartCare® Lever electric showers

+  Once the wireless pump module is paired with  
the shower it will remain connected even if both 
the shower and pump are isolated from the  
mains supply

+  The module continually checks the link between 
the pump and the shower

+  Works with AKW SmartCare Plus® and SmartCare® 
Lever electric showers without the need to 
configure 

Note: Suitable for showers purchased from April 2021 and with 
version 2 software (contact Technical Support if you are unsure) 

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

Extended options 
available 
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Orders & Quotes
01905 823 299 
orders@akw-ltd.co.uk

General Enquiries
01905 823 298 
sales@akw-ltd.co.uk

Technical Enquiries
01905 560 219 
tech@akw-ltd.co.uk 

AKW
Pointon Way, Hampton Lovett
Droitwich Spa, WR9 0LR

www.akw-ltd.co.uk
orders.akw-ltd.co.uk

Contact your local area representative or  
marketing@akw-ltd.co.uk for more information. 
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